PRESS RELEASE
THE SEQUENTIAL TWO – S200 Eagle

Rich Time Edition
In close collaboration with the Russian retailer Rich Time of Moscow, MCT Watches
presents the Sequential Two – S200 Eagle, a 10-piece limited edition featuring a twoheaded eagle and the Russian flag.
Proudly ensconced at the centre of the model, the double-headed eagle captures the
gaze with its refined execution and its rotating movement accompanying each
change of hour. Moving in step with the central hours disc, it is crafted from the finest
aluminium in order ensure the lightness and balance that are essential to maintaining
the extremely high precision of the sequential display that is the signature of MCT
watches.
The other unique feature of the Sequential Two – S200 Eagle is the Russian flag that
appears for a full hour twice a day, at noon and midnight. The three-coloured flag is
harmoniously integrated within the mysterious dance of the brand’s iconic prisms.
This exclusive timepiece endowed with all the technical characteristics of an S200
was entirely developed and crafted in the MCT watchmaking workshops.
This limited edition – comprising seven watches in white gold and three in black DLCtreated gold – is available now exclusively from Rich Time in Moscow.
Display
The S200 Eagle showcases the famous prism-based hours indication that has forged
the reputation of MCT, as well as the 360-degree minutes display. The hours
modules serve to present highly legible oversized numerals. The current hour
appears through the open ‘window’ in the C-shaped central hours disc that also
conceals the non-relevant hours modules. The current hour is successively displayed
in a counterclockwise direction.
Movement
The self-winding movement of the Sequential Two Eagle was developed in-house by
MCT, thus enabling this movement to meet highly specific expectations in terms of
design, performance, finishing and quality. These watches vividly reflect the brand’s
interest in historical culture, along with its respect for Haute Horlogerie traditions.

A bit of history
Symbolising the unification of Russian territory, the two-headed eagle originated in
the Byzantine empire, which was a Eurasian power. The majestic bird looks both to
the East and the West, thereby reinforcing the domination of these two regions.
The S200 Eagle sets the stage for this national emblem of Russia that arose from the
the marriage of Tsar Ivan III with Sophie, niece of the last Byzantine emperor. The
latter saw in this alliance the possibility of waging war on the Ottoman Empire that
was progressively gaining ground over the others. Ivan, who was to become the most
illustrious of the Tsars, united Russia and made it powerful. In its talons, the
legendary creature grasps a sceptre representing the power of the Tsar, along with
an orb symbolising Russian unity.

SEQUENTIAL TWO – S200
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
REFERENCE

RD45 S200 WG 01 EAGLE

FUNCTION

Sequential indication of the hour on prisms
Minutes’ indication on 360° sector

MOVEMENT

MCT-S2.0 mechanical micro-rotor movement, developed and assembled by MCT
Ø 37.40mm, H 10.75mm, 471 pieces
18 carat gold micro-rotor
Bridges hand-chamfered and adorned with “Côtes de Genève”
Patented system for accumulation of energy
Frequency 18,000 A/h (2.5Hz)
Traditional Breguet terminal curve
Power reserve of 50 hours
89 Rubies

CASE

White gold material
Ø 44.60mm, H 14.50mm in centre
Components: 43 parts
Front cambered crystal made of sapphire with double anti-reflective coating
Rear crystal made of sapphire with anti-reflective coating on the inside side
Middle crystal made of sapphire

DIAL

Silver dial, black indexes and numerals, black minute hand
Hours: Made of 4 modules composed of 5 triangular prisms each

STRAP

Alligator inner leather, handed stitched, triple deployment clasp

WATER RESISTANCE

30 metres

GENERAL WARRANTY

3 years

LIMITED EDITION

7 pieces

SEQUENTIAL TWO – S200
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
REFERENCE

RD 45 S200 AB01 EAGLE

FUNCTION

Sequential indication of the hour on prisms
Minutes’ indication on 360° sector

MOVEMENT

MCT-S2.0 mechanical micro-rotor movement, developed and assembled by MCT
Ø 37.40mm, H 10.75mm, 471 pieces
18 carat gold micro-rotor
Bridges hand-chamfered and adorned with “Côtes de Genève”
Patented system for accumulation of energy
Frequency 18,000 A/h (2.5Hz)
Traditional Breguet terminal curve
Power reserve of 50 hours
89 Rubies

CASE

Gold material DLC coated
Ø 44.60mm, H 14.50mm in centre
Components: 43 parts
Front cambered crystal made of sapphire with double anti-reflective coating
Rear crystal made of sapphire with anti-reflective coating on the inside side
Middle crystal made of sapphire

DIAL

Black dial, grey indexes and numerals, black minute hand with white border
Hours: Made of 4 modules composed of 5 triangular prisms each

STRAP

Alligator inner leather, handed stitched, triple deployment clasp

WATER RESISTANCE

30 metres/ 3 ATM

GENERAL WARRANTY

3 years

LIMITED EDITION

3 pieces

